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New York City
An Outsider’s Inside View
Mario Maffi

“This is a book which draws from the most up-to-date
work on the city, and from a vast knowledge of the
research and past of New York to present a volume that
can be used both in academic environments and as a
guide to the city itself, beyond the traditional tourist
trails that attract so many visitors every year. New York
is a city that is best seen on foot, and Maffi’s account
allows the interested tourist to do just that.”— J. M. Foot,
University College of London

“This is a fascinating book. Maffi, an Italian who has
deep knowledge of and affection for New York City,
takes the reader on a walking tour that asks us to
rethink the meaning of the spaces and places of the city.
Rather than sensationalizing the city as others have done,
Maffi presents us with the city as it is and asks us to see
it and appreciate its blemishes and merits alike.”—
Maureen Flanagan, Michigan State University

How is it possible to approach a city like New
York without falling back on old stereotypes,
glossy pictures, and touristy routes? Is it possible
without writing yet another “guide to the city”?
Against all odds, New York City: An Outsider’s Inside
View looks at the city with the informed eye of a
historian and the innocent eye of an outsider
ready and willing to catch the city off-guard. It is
organized to lead the reader along paths that stay
clear of the well-trodden ones. Mario Maffi treats
his readers to new maps of an ever-present city,
dotted with small museums; unknown under-
worlds; sounds, images, and words; villages in the
city; bridges both real and metaphorical; the
hidden or overlooked history; the past in the
present. New York’s prismatic quality is enhanced
by a narration that flows in a conversational style,
is arranged around a highly personal point of
view, and is sustained by a neat historical and
cultural approach. New York City: An Outsider’s
Inside View is more than a guide yet different
from an essay—it is nothing short of an affection-
ate and nuanced portrait of a city in words.

Mario MaffiMario MaffiMario MaffiMario MaffiMario Maffi is associate professor of
American studies at the State University of Milan,
Italy, and the author of Gateway to the Promised
Land:  Ethnic Cultures on New York’s Lower East
Side.
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High Stakes
Big Time Sports and Downtown
Redevelopment
Timothy Jon Curry, Kent Schwirian, and
Rachael Woldoff

“This is a fascinating book on a hot topic and will be of
interest not only to scholars of urban planning and
development and the history of sports but also to the
everyday sports fan curious about the relationship of
municipal politics to big-time sports. Curry, Schwirian, and
Woldoff deftly explain the success of the stadium
development projects in Columbus while revealing the
problems inherent in linking sports with urban revitaliza-
tion.”—Mark LaGory, University of Alabama, Birmingham

Unlike so many other cities around the country,
Columbus citizens gave a firm “no” to the proposal
that public money be used to build an arena to
attract an expansion professional hockey team and
a soccer stadium to keep a professional franchise.
Yet, both structures are now a permanent part of
Columbus’s landscape. High Stakes is the inside
story of how a coalition of the city’s movers and
shakers successfully did an end-run around the
electorate to build these sports complexes. As it
turned out, everybody appears to have won:
taxpayers were relieved of any funding obligation,
the coalition got the new facilities, and the new
arena jumpstarted downtown redevelopment.
Now, the Columbus case is being touted as the
model of how to use professional sports to
improve a city’s downtown with minimal taxpayer
expense.

Professional sports have become a pri-
mary tool for the downtown redevelopment of
many large cities.  High Stakes portrays in vivid
detail the twists and turns as this unlikely group
fought doggedly to make their dream—and
Columbus’s prosperous future—a reality.

TimothTimothTimothTimothTimothy Jon Cury Jon Cury Jon Cury Jon Cury Jon Currrrrr yyyyy is associate professor
of sociology at The Ohio State University, KentKentKentKentKent
SchwirSchwirSchwirSchwirSchwirianianianianian is professor emeritus of sociology at The
Ohio State University, and Rachael Rachael Rachael Rachael Rachael WWWWWoldoffoldoffoldoffoldoffoldoff is
assistant professor of sociology and anthropology
at West Virginia University.
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Little Men
Novellas and Stories
Gerald Shapiro

“Welcome to the skewed, hilarious, slightly frightening
world of Gerald Shapiro. Here everything seems to begin
well–a little bit of post-divorce sex, a seemly amount of
on-the-job flirting. But then, before the characters know it,
the action tilts and shifts and they find themselves in wild,
inventive, outrageous situations from which only a brilliant
writer can extract them. The stories in Little Men are as
rich as novels, as surprising as the best comedy, and as
complex and satisfying as life itself.”—Erin McGraw, The
Ohio State University

Ira Mittelman, the middle-aged hero of “A Box of
Ashes,” one of two novellas in Little Men, is
wrestling with a dilemma: should he fulfill his late
father’s dying wish by taking the old man’s ashes
back to Missouri, to scatter them on the grounds
of Camp HaHaTonka, the Boy Scout camp where
Ira spent several summers as a boy? It’s a long way
to go just to dump some ashes, and if Ira makes
this pilgrimage, his absence might jeopardize the
fragile relationship he’s managed to maintain with
his ex-wife (they’re still having sex every Friday
night).

In “Spivak in Babylon,” Little Men’s other
novella, it’s 1982, and Leo Spivak, an ambitious 30-
year-old copywriter at a large Chicago advertising
agency, is about to get his big break: a chance to go
to Hollywood to participate for the first time in
the filming of a television commercial. A week in
Hollywood, on the company’s expense account! A
room at the fabled Chateau Marmont (Garbo’s
old suite, in fact)! The only problem is the subject
of the commercial itself: a new feminine hygiene
spray to be marketed to pre-adolescent girls.
Hovering over all the proceedings in “Spivak in
Babylon” is the genial, befuddled presence of
President Ronald Reagan, the Leader of the Free
World, whose presence haunts Leo’s dreams.

Gerald ShapiroGerald ShapiroGerald ShapiroGerald ShapiroGerald Shapiro is professor of English at
the University of Nebraska, Lincoln. He is also the

author of Bad Jews and Other
Stories (University of Nebraska
Press).
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Merchant of Illusion
James Rouse, America’s Salesman of
the Businessman’s Utopia
Nicholas Dagen Bloom

“James Rouse was one of the most significant figures in
American urban development during the second half of
the twentieth century and deserves the attention devoted
to him here. Merchant of Illusion fills a major gap in urban
scholarship, and will attract wide attention among
urbanists in history, political science, sociology, and
planning.”—Jon Teaford, Purdue University

Merchant of Illusion revisits the intriguing projects
and ideas of famed developer James Rouse.
Known mainly for his “Festival Marketplaces” in
Boston and Baltimore, Rouse actually played a
more important role in redefining private sector
urban policy as the leading force in American
public life. He argued persuasively—using diverse
means of communication—that the private sector,
with only limited state aid, had the ability to
create a nearly ideal urban order. The shopping
centers, planned communities, downtown rede-
velopment projects, community development
corporations, and festival marketplaces he helped
pioneer, develop, and publicize became America’s
compelling answer to state-dominated urbanism
in the Soviet Union and social democratic Europe.

Although Rouse occasionally acknowl-
edged the limitations of his privatized brand of
public policy, and the continuing urban crisis, his
own critical insights were overshadowed by his
high-profile projects. Bloom examines Rouse’s
major spheres of activities, both their strengths
and weaknesses, in thematic chapters. Merchant of
Illusion, by evaluating Rouse’s activities in the
context of cold war ideology and competition,
provides a much needed critical treatment of the
rise of private sector urbanism in the United
States. For this reason and many others it will be
of great interest to urban and cultural historians,
political scientists, sociologists, planners and the
general public with an interest in urban affairs.

Merchant of Illusion follows on the heels of
Bloom’s first book, Suburban Alchemy, which looks
at three suburban “new towns” of the era, one of
which—Columbia, Maryland—was Rouse’s
brainchild.

Nicholas Dagen BloomNicholas Dagen BloomNicholas Dagen BloomNicholas Dagen BloomNicholas Dagen Bloom is assistant
professor at the New York Institute of Technology.
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Suburban Steel
The Magnificent Failure of the
Lustron Corporation, 1945–1951
Douglas Knerr

“This is a compelling and well-told story. Beyond the
lively and astute recounting of the Lustron history, Knerr
deftly explains complicated engineering and financial
processes while placing them firmly in the larger context
of postwar American business, social, and governmental
history. The book is an important case study—one that
would be appropriate for a twentieth-century American
history or American Studies course.” —Carolyn Loeb,
Central Michigan University

Suburban Steel chronicles the rise and fall of the
Lustron Corporation, once the largest and most
completely industrialized housing company in U.S.
history. Beginning in 1947, Lustron manufactured
porcelain-enameled steel houses in a one-million-
square-foot plant in Columbus, Ohio. With forty
million dollars in federal funds and support from
the highest levels of the Truman administration,
the company planned to produce one hundred
houses per day, each neatly arranged on specially
designed tractor-trailers for delivery throughout
the country. Lustron’s unprecedented size and
scope of operations attracted intense scrutiny.
The efficiencies of uninterrupted production,
integrated manufacturing, and economies of scale
promised to lead the American housing industry
away from its decentralized, undercapitalized, and
inefficient past toward a level of rationalization
and organization found in other sectors of the
industrial economy.

The company’s failure marked a water-
shed in the history of the American housing
industry.  Although people did not quit talking
about industrialized housing, enthusiasm for its
role in the transformation of the housing industry
at large markedly waned. Suburban Steel consid-
ers Lustron’s magnificent failure in the context of
historical approaches to the nation’s perpetual
shortage of affordable housing, arguing that had
Lustron’s path not been interrupted, affordable
and desirable housing for America’s masses would
be far more prevalent today.

Douglas KnerrDouglas KnerrDouglas KnerrDouglas KnerrDouglas Knerr is assistant professor of
social sciences at Roosevelt University.
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Any Friend of the
Movement
Networking for Birth Control,
1920–1940
Jimmy Elaine Wilkinson Meyer

“In this important contribution to the burgeoning
literature on the history of birth control, Meyer brings to
life the stories of women who established, ran, and used
the Maternal Health Association of Cleveland in the
interwar years.”—Andrea Tone, Georgia Institute of
Technology

In the 1920s, a few Cleveland women perceived a
need for reliable birth control. They believed that
health and social service professionals denied
women, especially poor and working-class women,
critical health care information. Any Friend of the
Movement tells the story of these women, their
actions, and the organization they created—the
direct forerunner of a modern Planned Parent-
hood affiliate. The disparate threads of this par-
ticular tale include the suicide of a pregnant
woman, the gift of a bereaved inventor, smuggling
contraceptive supplies across state lines, and
sponsoring ice skating galas to fund the work.

Any Friend of the Movement  breaks new
ground in the history of birth control activism in
North America. Meyer argues that private philan-
thropy and voluntary action on the part of clinics
like the Maternal Health Association (MHA) and
their clients vitalized the larger movement at its
roots and pushed it forward.

Meyer adds new voices to the history of
the national birth control movement and its
leaders. A cache of letters from clinic clients to the
MHA offers an unusually intimate look at the
personal side of this reform. Meyer uses other
evidence, such as speeches, reports, founders’
personal papers, newspaper accounts, and maga-
zine and journal articles, and adds photo illustra-
tions. Genuine concern for other women, eugenic
and racist considerations, gender and class, net-
working, and the prevailing cultural unease around
sexual matters—these elements all shaped the
MHA and, in doing so, shaped the larger struggle
for reproductive rights.

JimmJimmJimmJimmJimmy Elaine y Elaine y Elaine y Elaine y Elaine Wilkinson MeyWilkinson MeyWilkinson MeyWilkinson MeyWilkinson Meyererererer is
assistant editor of Wooster, the magazine for alumni
and friends of the College of Wooster.
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Beyond the
Reproductive Body
The Politics of Women’s Health and
Work in Early Victorian England
Marjorie Levine-Clark

“In this book, Levine-Clark convincingly shows both how
ideas of women’s bodies in the early nineteenth century
differed by class and how women understood their own
bodies and experiences of illness at the time. She draws
on an extensive array of sources and elegantly integrates
medical and political discourses alongside women’s
personal experiences. Beyond the Reproductive Body is
innovative, original, and will have a major impact on the
historiography of women’s work and health.” —Anna
Clark, University of Minnesota

Appealing to audiences interested in the histories
of medicine, women, gender, labor, and social
policy, Beyond the Reproductive Body examines
women’s health in relation to work in early
Victorian England. Government officials and
reformers investigating the laboring population
became convinced that the female body would be
ruined by gainful employment, making women
incapable of reproducing a healthy labor force.
Women’s work was thus framed as a public health
“problem.” Poor women were caught between
the contradictory expectations of the reproduc-
tive body, which supposedly precluded any but
domestic labor, and the able body, which dictated
that all poor but healthy people must work to
stay independent of state assistance. Medical case
narratives of female patients show that while
official pronouncements emphasized the physical
limitations of the female reproductive body, poor
women adopted an able-bodied norm.

Beyond the Reproductive Body demon-
strates the centrality of gender and the body in
the formation of Victorian policies concerning
employment, public health, and welfare. Focusing
on poor women, it challenges historians’ custom-
ary presentations of Victorian women’s delicate
health. The medical case narratives give voices to
poor women, who have left very few written
records of their own.

MarjorMarjorMarjorMarjorMarjorie Levine-Clarie Levine-Clarie Levine-Clarie Levine-Clarie Levine-Clarkkkkk is assistant
professor of history at the University of Colorado,
Denver.
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Handling the Sick
The Women of St. Luke’s and the
Nature of Nursing, 1892–1937
Tom Olson and Eileen Walsh

“This is a provocative and important book that examines
the historical formulation of nursing. It comes at a time
when nurses all over the country face conditions in
hospitals and clinics requiring a reorganization of their
work, and a growing knowledge of health and
illness.”—Julie Fairman, University of Pennsylvania

“In this highly readable narrative, Olson and Walsh argue
that nursing is a craft, rooted in the traditions of
apprenticeship that valued practice over theory.”
—Allison Hepler, University of Maine, Farmington

Handling the Sick is the story of 838 women who
entered the St. Luke’s Hospital Training School for
Nurses, St. Paul, Minnesota, from 1892 to 1937.
Their story addresses a fundamental question
about nursing that has yet to be answered: is
nursing a craft or a profession? It also addresses
the colliding visions of nursing factions that for
more than a century have disagreed on the
inherent traits and formal preparation a nurse has
needed.

The women of St. Luke’s were engaged in
the most practical of all occupations open to
women, a rare one in which their strength, experi-
ence, and skill were prized above all else. They
firmly believed that the key to success in nursing
was apprenticeship training. Apprenticeship, not
schooling, was the cornerstone on which all else
rested.

This study unites the opposing visions of
those who led nursing towards professional status
and those who saw it as a craft. Physicality, strength
of will, an abiding emphasis on practicality, and a
hierarchy based on a deep pride in craft skills have
been essential elements of nursing. Nursing can
look to its complex history to develop an inte-
grated model of nursing, one drawing on both
academic training and the immediate realities
involved in “handling the sick.”

TTTTTom Olsonom Olsonom Olsonom Olsonom Olson is associate professor of
nursing at the University of Hawaii. Eileen Eileen Eileen Eileen Eileen WWWWWalshalshalshalshalsh
is an independent historian.
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Roman Fever
Domesticity and Nationalism in
Nineteenth-Century American
Women’s Writing
Annamaria Formichella Elsden

“Using a lovely and unobstrusive blend of cultural studies,
feminist, and post-structuralist theories, Annamaria
Formichella Elsden argues that Italy—its literal geography
as well as its mythography—has given a number of
American women writers a stage on which to perform
their own identities. Elsden is a marvelous writer and this
critical study reads like a good nineteenth-century novel.
Any scholar interested in women’s writing, travel
narratives, and nineteenth-century culture should read this
enlightening book.”—Cheryl B. Torsney, West Virginia
University

Critical studies have frequently acknowledged the
nineteenth-century American fascination with Italy,
but none specifically examines the impact of Italy
on American women’s writing. A number of
nineteenth-century women were privileged and
daring enough to travel abroad, using a range of
genres to respond discursively to their new
surroundings. Annamaria Formichella Elsden’s study
groups six women, whose writings were shaped
by their encounters with Italy, to investigate
women’s attempts to leave behind the domestic,
in all the senses of that term.

 Roman Fever foregrounds how women
writers counteracted dominant stereotypes.
Popular nineteenth-century portrayals of women
abroad often fell into two categories: the overly
assertive “feminist” and the hyper-feminine lady.
Texts about Italy by American women move
beyond these stereotypes.

The author acknowledges that women
wrote beyond the narrow boundaries ascribed to
them by too much criticism.  Elsden argues that
the work of these women, which included
Catharine Maria Sedgwick and Sophia Peabody
Hawthorne’s travel writings, Margaret Fuller’s news
dispatches, Harriet Beecher Stowe’s novel Agnes of
Sorrento, and Constance Fenimore Woolson’s and
Edith Wharton’s short stories, challenged American
individualist ideology while contributing to the
patriotic rhetorical tradition.

Annamaria Formichella ElsdenAnnamaria Formichella ElsdenAnnamaria Formichella ElsdenAnnamaria Formichella ElsdenAnnamaria Formichella Elsden is
assistant professor of English at Buena Vista
University.
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D. H. Lawrence
Self and Sexuality
James C. Cowan

“Future discussions of Lawrence and psychology should
start here. Highly recommended.”—Choice

“Cowan’s inspired rearranging of mirror glass shards to
fit the patterns of freshly prescribed psychologies fuels
the search for the latent truths which both silvered
Lawrence’s writings and cast the fault lines in shifting
tectonics of his reflection.”—ForeWord

“This is a compelling and original study that shows exactly
what sexuality means to D. H. Lawrence.” —Barbara
Shapiro, Rhode Island College

D. H. Lawrence: Self and Sexuality is a psychoana-
lytic study of D. H. Lawrence’s life and writings.
James Cowan relies most notably on the methods
of Heinz Kohut, psychoanalytic “self psychology,”
and employs as well the object relation theories of
D. W. Winnicott and others. This work also
examines sexual issues in Lawrence’s work from a
literary and critical perspective, employing authori-
tative medical and psychoanalytic sources in human
sexuality. Lawrence’s work, which was early read in
traditional Freudian terms, has only recently been
considered from other psychoanalytic perspec-
tives. In this self-psychological study, Cowan
provides a new and path-breaking analysis of
Lawrence.

Turning to several problematic issues of
sexuality in Lawrence, the author first discusses a
number of Lawrence’s sexual fallacies, and personal
and cultural issues. Cowan also considers contrast-
ing idealized and negative presentations of Mellors
and Sir Clifford Chatterley in Lady Chatterley’s
Lover, and the theme of the “loss of desire”
sequence of poems in Pansies.

James CJames CJames CJames CJames C..... Co Co Co Co Cowanwanwanwanwan, now retired, has been
adjunct professor at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. Founder and editor of The
D. H. Lawrence Review, he is the recipient of The
D. H. Lawrence Society of North America Award
for Distinguished Scholarship.
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Cultural Secrets as
Narrative Form
Storytelling in Nineteenth-Century
America
Margaret Reid

“Cultural Secrets as Narrative Form is a ground-breaking
account of how historical memory is constructed in
works by James Fenimore Cooper, Nathaniel Hawthorne,
and Owen Wister. Margaret Reid deals brilliantly with
issues raised by the subject of historical memory in
nineteenth-century American literature and historiography,
reconfiguring prevailing ideas about how historical
secrets are encoded in romantic, nationalist, frontier, and
dramatic narratives. She writes with the sophistication of
a thinker who has been pondering her subjects for a
lifetime.”—Susan Mizruchi, Boston University

“Cultural Secrets as Narrative Form is a fascinating study of
the rise of American national literature. This is one of the
most detailed and urgent readings of national romance
through the lens of narrative and social theory that I have
seen in over twenty years.”—Dale Bauer, University of
Kentucky

Cultural Secrets as Narrative Form:  Storytelling in
Nineteenth-Century America examines the interplay
between the familiar and the forgotten in tales of
America’s first century as a nation. By studying
both the common concerns and the rising tensions
between the known and the unknown, the told
and the untold, this book offers readers new
insight into the making of a nation through stories.
Here, identity is built not so much through the
winnowing competition of perspectives as through
the cumulative layering of stories, derived from
sources as diverse as rumors circulating in early
patriot newspapers and the highest achievements
of aesthetic culture. And yet this is not a source
study: the interaction of texts is reciprocal, and the
texts studied are not simply complementary but
often jarring in their interrelations. The result is a
new model of just how some of America’s central
episodes of self-definition—the Puritan legacy, the
Revolutionary War, and the Western frontier—
have achieved near mythic force in the national
imagination. The most powerful myths of national
identity, this author argues, are not those that erase
historical facts but those able to transform such
facts into their own deep resources.

Margaret ReidMargaret ReidMargaret ReidMargaret ReidMargaret Reid is assistant professor of
English at Providence College.
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Would Poetry Disappear?
American Verse and the
Crisis of Modernity
John Timberman Newcomb

“This is a genuinely ground-breaking work. It is the first
major rethinking of turn-of-the-century American poetry
we have had in decades. In many ways it is the first
serious, intellectually challenging study of the period we
have ever had. Because of that, it is sure to be widely
influential. Indeed, it is likely to be considered the
standard work on the period for many years to
come.”—Cary Nelson, University of Illinois, Champaign-
Urbana

“I know of no other study that covers American poetry
of the fin-de-siècle in such detail - or that makes such a
cogent case for reading it in the first place. Would Poetry
Disappear? shows that the young poets of that era were
the real “lost generation,” and that those who bucked
Official Verse Culture deserve our attention. The book is
filled with excellent close readings, lively prose, and
fascinating examples; it ought to be read by both
Americanists and students of modernism.”— Joseph
Harrington, author of Poetry and the Public: The Social
Form of Modern U.S. Poetics

Soon after 1890, American poetry entered a
severe crisis that many diagnosed as fatal.  Two
powerful convictions—that the dominant genteel
traditions of American poetry were moribund,
and that no new directions were possible—drove
many aspiring poets into other fields, or even (it
was said) killed them off young. Poetry had lost its
traditional cultural functions, and poets and
readers found they needed to reimagine its uses
in a world of million-selling novels, daily newspa-
pers, and hit songs. This study describes the crisis
between 1890 and 1910 as the crucial moment
when American poetry first engaged with
modernity. Facing their own obsolescence, young
American poets of these years found they could
use their anxieties and alienation as the basis for
their modern poetics.  Would Poetry Disappear?
proposes a diverse cast of young poets–including
Stephen Crane, Edwin Arlington Robinson, Paul
Laurence Dunbar, Ellen Glasgow, William Vaughn
Moody, Alice Dunbar-Nelson, Charlotte Perkins
Gilman, and Francis Brooks–as the first moderns
of American poetry. Without their pioneering
struggles, 20th-century poetry could not have
been so vigorously modern.

John John John John John TimberTimberTimberTimberTimberman Newcombman Newcombman Newcombman Newcombman Newcomb is visiting
associate professor of English at the University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.

Also of interest
WRITING LETTERS FOR
THE BLIND
Gary Fincke
2003 83 pp.
$24.95 cloth 0-8142-0950-5
$9.95s cloth 0-8142-9016-7

April
Literary criticism, 19th-and 20th-
century American literature, poetry
312 pp. 6x9
9 illus.
$22.95s paper 0-8142-5124-2
$74.95s cloth 0-8142-0958-0
$9.95s CD 0-8142-9035-3
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Muse in the Machine
American Fiction and Mass Publicity
Mark Conroy

“The virtues of this book are outstanding: superb
discussions of the novels covered and a genuinely
elegant and enjoyable style. Its combination of accessibil-
ity, intelligence, and extensive and well-discussed
background reading gives it broad appeal.”—Bainard
Cowan, Louisiana State University

“Muse in the Machine is thoughtful, and insightful. It argues
that American fiction, more so than other national
literatures, has been implicated and imbricated in the
mass market and marketing techniques. The recent dispute
between Jonathan Franzen and Oprah Winfrey regarding
The Corrections, proves how thoroughly American writers
are both aware and wary of the marketplace, and the
tangible perils and rewards of questioning one’s role in
‘the machine.’ However, as Conroy points out, a publicly
announced withdrawal from the marketplace is itself
publicity. There is no escape.”—Keith Williams, Southern
Methodist University

A writer who simply panders to the public is
seldom taken for an artist. An artist who cannot
publish is seldom granted a career. This dilemma,
the subject of Muse in the Machine, has been
home to many authors of serious fiction since the
eighteenth century.  But it is especially pointed for
American writers, since the United States never
fostered a sustainable elite culture readership. Its
writers have always been reliant on mass
publicity’s machinery to survive; and when they
depict that machinery, they also depict that
reliance and the desire to transcend its banal
formulas. This book looks at artist tales from
Henry James to Don DeLillo’s Mao II, but also
engages more indirect expressions of this tension
between Romantic individualism and commercial
requirements in Nathanael West, Vladimir
Nabokov, and Thomas Pynchon. It covers the
twentieth century, but its focus is not another
rehearsal of “media theory” or word versus image.
Rather, it aims to show how various novels “about”
publicity culture also enact their authors’ own
dramas: how they both need and try to critique
the “machine.” In subject as well as approach, this
study questions the current impasse between
those who say that the aesthetic aspires to its own
pure realm, and those who insist that it partakes
of everyday practicality. Both sides are right; this
book examines the consequences of that reality.

MarMarMarMarMark Conrok Conrok Conrok Conrok Conroyyyyy is professor of English at
The Ohio State University.

June
20th-century American literary
criticism
225 pp. 6x9
$42.95s cloth 0-8142-0962-9
$9.95s CD 0-8142-9028-0
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Also of interest
THEATER FIGURES
The Production of the Nine-
teenth-Century British Novel
Emily Allen
2003 250 pp.
$22.95s paper 0-8142-5110-2
$69.95s cloth 0-8142-0931-9
$9.95s CD 0-8142-9014-0

I Know That You Know
That I Know
Narrating Subjects from
Moll Flanders to Marnie
George Butte

“Eminently lucid and entirely new, this intriguing marriage
of a resuscitated phenomenology with narrative theory
has among its immediate offspring a revisionary view of
characterization’s place in the rise of the novel from
Defoe through Austen to Bronte. A decisive accomplish-
ment in its own right, Butte’s exemplary study should
generate ongoing work in these convergent theoretical
veins.”—Garrett Stewart, James O. Freedman Professor
of Letters, University of Iowa 

“George Butte’s I Know That You Know That I Know is a
major contribution to narrative theory and to the
interpretation of novels and films. This brilliant book is the
product of many years of research and teaching.”
—J. Hillis Miller, UCI Distinguished Research Professor of
English and Comparative Literature, University of
California, Irvine

In I Know That You Know That I Know, Butte explores
how stories narrate human consciousness. Butte
locates a historical shift in the representation of
webs of consciousnesses in narrative—what he
calls “deep intersubjectivity”—and examines the
effect this shift has since had on Western literature
and culture. The author studies narrative practices
in two ways: one pairing eighteenth-and nine-
teenth-century British novels (Moll Flanders and
Great Expectations, for example), and the other
studying genre practices—comedy, anti-comedy
and masquerade—in written and film narratives
(Jane Austen and His Girl Friday, for example, and
Hitchcock’s Cary Grant films).

Butte’s second major claim argues for new
ways to read representations of human conscious-
ness, whether or not they take the form of deep
intersubjectivity. Phenomenological criticism has
lost its credibility in recent years, but this book
identifies better reading strategies arising out of
what the author calls poststructuralist phenom-
enology, grounded largely in the work of the
French philosopher Merleau-Ponty. Butte criticizes
the extreme of transcendental idealism (first-wave
phenomenological criticism) and cultural material-
ism (when it rules out the study of consciousness).
He also criticizes the dominant Lacanian frame-
work of much academic film criticism.

George ButteGeorge ButteGeorge ButteGeorge ButteGeorge Butte is professor of English at
Colorado College.

January
Narrative, 19th-and 20th-century
British and American literature
272 pp. 6x9
$44.95s cloth 0-8142-0945-9
$9.95s CD 0-8142-9027-2
The Theory and Interpretation of
Narrative
James Phelan and Peter J.
Rabinowitz,series eds.
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Plots of Opportunity
Representing Conspiracy in
Victorian England
Albert D. Pionke

“This book will engage historians and literary critics alike,
and it brings a strikingly fresh perspective to bear on
debates about political struggles that have for too long
been treated as if they were cut and dried, rather than
evolving contests for control of society’s ear.”—John Plotz,
Brandeis University

“Plots of Opportunity examines how the figure of the secret
society brought into focus a number of key debates in the
Victorian engagement with mass democracy. Anyone
interested in the cultural and political meanings of secret
societies in the Victorian era—and contemporary times—
should read this book.”—David Vincent, Keele University

The working classes, colonial subjects, European
nationalists, and Roman Catholics—these groups
generated intense anxiety for Victorian England’s
elite public, which often responded by accusing
them of being dangerous conspirators.  Bringing
together a wide range of literary and historical
evidence, Albert D. Pionke argues that the pejora-
tive meanings attached to such opportunistic
accusations of conspiracy were undermined by the
many valorized versions of secrecy in Victorian
society.

After surveying England’s evolving theories
of representative politics and individual and
collective secretive practices, Pionke traces the
intersection of democracy and secrecy through a
series of case histories. Using works by Thomas
Carlyle, Wilkie Collins, Charles Dickens, Benjamin
Disraeli, John Henry Newman and others, along
with periodicals, histories, and parliamentary
documents of the period, he shows the rhetorical
prominence of groups such as the Freemasons, the
Thugs, the Carbonari, the Fenians, and the Jesuits in
Victorian democratic discourse.

By highlighting the centrality of representa-
tions of conspiracy in every case, Plots of Opportu-
nity shows for the first time the markedly similar
strategies of repression, resistance, and conceal-
ment used by competing agents in the democracy
debate.

AlberAlberAlberAlberAlbert Dt Dt Dt Dt D..... Pionk Pionk Pionk Pionk Pionkeeeee is adjunct assistant
professor of English and comparative literature at
the University of Cincinnati.

Also of interest
A/MORAL ECONOMICS
Classical Political Economy
and Cultural Authority in
Nineteenth-CenturyEngland
Claudia C. Klaver
2003 280 pp.
$52.95s cloth 0-8142-0944-0
$9.95s CD 0-8142-9021-3

June
Victorian Studies, literary studies,
history
225 pp. 6x9
$44.95s cloth 0-8142-0948-3
$9.95s CD 0-8142-9037-X
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Written in Blood
Fatal Attraction in
Enlightenment Amsterdam
Pieter Spierenburg

“In Written in Blood, Pieter Spierenburg demonstrates an
almost unrivaled knowledge of eighteenth-century
Amsterdam and an equally sure and deep understand-
ing of crime and punishment within that polity.  This is,
moreover, a stunning work of historical detection.
Spierenburg has followed up every possible lead,
unraveled torturous complexities, laid bare hidden
linkages, and—in doing so—offers a true gold mine of
information about Amsterdam in the eighteenth
century.” —Mary Lindemann, Carnegie Mellon
University.

Pieter Spierenburg narrates two sensational
murder cases among intimates in eighteenth-
century Amsterdam.  The cases recounted here
both resulted from fatal attraction. They repre-
sented the darker side of the eighteenth-century
revolution in love. This period witnessed great
cultural changes affecting personal relationships
and emotions. The new ideal of love demanded
that couples spend much of their time together
and explore each other’s feelings. But this new
ideal was meant for married and engaged
couples only; for others it meant disaster. Love
gone wrong was the theme of the sentimental
novels of the age, but it also happened to real
people, with fatal consequences.

Written in Blood first traces the lives and
ultimate fates of Nathaniel Donker, who, to-
gether with the help of his mistress, brutally
murders and dismembers the wife. The second
tale focuses on J. B. F. van Gogh, who falls in love
with a prostitute; she later rejects him and, when
a letter written with his own blood fails to
change her mind, he stabs her to death in a fit of
passionate rage.

In Written in Blood, the reader gets two
stories for the price of one. And, whereas earlier
microhistories have been situated in a village or a
small town, the scene here is Amsterdam and its
canals. Spierenburg reveals in detail what con-
cepts like honor and gender roles came down to
in individual lives. He also shows that these
murders produced a strange mixture of modern
romantic feelings and traditional notions of
honor and shame.

Pieter SpierenburgPieter SpierenburgPieter SpierenburgPieter SpierenburgPieter Spierenburg is professor of
history at Erasmus University, the Netherlands.

January
History of crime, European studies
248 pp. 6x9
9 illus.
$39.95s cloth 0-8142-0955-6
$9.95s CD 0-8142-9040-X
The History of Crime and
Criminal Justice
David R. Johnson and Jeffrey S. Adler,
series

BLOOD SCRIPTS
Writing the Violent Subject
Elana Gomel
2003 312 pp.
$25.95s paper 0-8142-5119-6
$74.95s cloth 0-8142-0949-1
$9.95s CD 0-8142-9017-5

Also of interest
MEDEA’S DAUGHTERS
Forming and Performing the
Women Who Kills
Jennifer Jones
2003 216 pp.
$23.95s paper 0-8142-5114-5
$48.95s cloth 0-8142-0936-X
$9.95s CD 0-8142-9020-5
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Language Files
Materials for an Introduction to
Language and Linguistics
Ninth Edition
The Ohio State University Department of
Linguistics

While continuing to keep each chapter indepen-
dent to allow maximum flexibility for teaching
and learning, the ninth edition of Language Files
has improved the organization within each
chapter by adding an introduction file at the
beginning. The introduction file provides an
overview of the subfield of linguistics to be
studied, as well as the specific topics to be
discussed.

To make the book more interesting and
to help students better understand the content,
this new edition is enriched with visual illustra-
tions such as cartoons, drawings, real life pictures,
and schematic representation of examples, in
addition to the figures and charts in the past
editions. New exercises and suggested further
readings are added in many chapters. Answers to
the exercises are available at the back of the
book and on-line for teachers and students.

NEW FOR 9TH EDITION
* Re-introduction of acoustic phonetics and
experimental phonetics in the Phonetics chapter,
in response to public demand.
* Rewriting of the Syntax chapter to make the
material more accessible to undergraduate
students.
* Addition of a file on corpus linguistics in the
Language and Computers chapter to give
students a more comprehensive presentation on
the subfield of computational linguistics, in which
various kinds of corpora are widely used.
* Rewriting of the sections on logographic,
syllabic, and alphabetic writing systems in the
Writing Systems File to give students an up-to-
date and more in-depth understanding of the
writing systems.

The DeparThe DeparThe DeparThe DeparThe Department of Linguistics attment of Linguistics attment of Linguistics attment of Linguistics attment of Linguistics at
The Ohio State UnivThe Ohio State UnivThe Ohio State UnivThe Ohio State UnivThe Ohio State Univererererersitysitysitysitysity, founded in 1963,
is world renowned for its programs in theoreti-
cal and experimental linguistics.

April
Linguistics
500 pp. 7 3/4x10 7/8
illus.
$39.95s  paper 0-8142-5128-5
$79.95s  cloth 0-8142-0970-X

Also of interest
WHEN LANGUAGES
COLLIDE
Perspectives on Language,
Conflict, Language Competition,
and Language Coexistence
Brian D. Joseph, Johanna
DeStephano, Neil G. Jacobs,
and Ilse Lehiste, eds.
2003 416 pp.
$64.95s cloth 0-8142-0913-0
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Journal of Money, Credit, and Banking
Edited by Masao Ogaki, Mark Flannery, and Ken West
Founded in 1969, The Journal of Money, Credit, and Banking is a leading
professional journal read and referred to by scholars, researchers, and
policy makers in such areas as money and banking, credit markets,
regulation of financial institutions, international payments, portfolio
management, and monetary and fiscal policy.  JMCB represents a wide
spectrum of viewpoints and specializations in its field through its
associate editors and referees from academic, financial, and government
institutions around the world.

J O U R N A L S

For journals information contact:
Subscriptions Manager
The Ohio State University Press
180 Pressey Hall
1070 Carmack Road
Columbus, OH 43210-1002
(614) 292-1407  (fax) 614-292-2065
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American Periodicals
A Journal of History, Criticism, and Bibliography

Edited by Susan Williams, Steven Fink and Jared Gardner
A publication devoted exclusively to scholarship and criticism relating to
American magazines and newspapers of all periods. Includes essays,
notes, reviews, bibliographies, and histories on all aspects of American
periodicals, from the earliest 18th-century magazines to 21st-century
‘zines and e-journals. Sponsored by the Research Society for American
Periodicals and founded by James T. F. Tanner.
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The Journal of Higher Education
Edited by Leonard L. Baird
The Journal of Higher Education is considered the leading scholarly
journal on the institution of higher education. Articles combine
disciplinary methods with critical insight to investigate issues impor-
tant to faculty, administrators, and program managers.

Geographical Analysis
An International Journal of  Theoretical Geography

Edited by Allan Murray
First in its specialty area and one of the most frequently cited publica-
tions in geography, Geographical Analysis has, since 1969, presented to
geographers and scholars in a wide spectrum of related fields signifi-
cant advances in geographical theory, model building, and quantitative
methods.

GA presents significant advances in pure theory as well as in the
innovative development, adaptation, and implementation of theory
within the context of explicit empirical referents. The editorial outlook is
interdisciplinary, open to contributions from economists, psychologists,
mathematicians, demographers, engineers, and planners.

Narrative
Edited by James Phelan
Narrative is the official journal of the Society for the Study of
Narrative Literature, the most important professional association for
scholars interested in narrative. Narrative’s range of scholarship
includes the novel, narrative poetry, nonfiction narrative, film, and
narrative as used in the visual and performing arts. The journal
publishes essays on narrative theory, narrative and its relation to
other modes of discourse, and practical criticism in diverse theoreti-
cal modes. Triannually

Individual/members $35.00 per year
Institution $47.00 per year

(outside U.S. $9.00 postage,
Canada $9.00 postage and 7% GST)

Electronic version available to libraries/institutions through
Project MUSE and OCLC First Search

Bimonthly
Individual $50.00 per year

Institution $110.00 per year
(outside U.S. $18.00 postage,

Canada $18.00 postage and 7% GST)
Electronic version available to libraries/institutions through

Project MUSE and OCLC First Search

Quarterly
Individual $47.00 per year
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Ohio
The History of a People

Andrew R. L. Cayton
2002 368 pp.
$34.95 cloth 0-8142-0899-1

Faith and Action
A History of the Catholic

Archdiocese of Cincinnati, 1821–1996

Roger Fortin
2001 480 pp.
$34.95s cloth 0-8142-0904-1
Urban Life and Urban Landscape
Zane L. Miller, series ed.

National Book Critics Circle
Poetry Award Winner
Saving Lives
Poems

Albert Goldbath
2001 128 pp.

$18.95 paper 0-8142-5073-4
$44.95s cloth 0-8142-0871-1

Advertising to the American
Woman, 1900–1999
Daniel Delis Hill
2002 312 pp.
$44.95 cloth 0-8142-0890-8

B E S T  S E L L E R S

The Academic Self
An Owner’s Manual

Donald E. Hall
2002 130 pp.
$16.95 paper 0-8142-5099-8
$44.95s cloth 0-8142-0907-6

Combinations of the Universe
Albert Goldbath
2003 200 pp.

$19.95 paper 0-8142-5105-6
$44.95s cloth 0-8142-0925-4
$9.95s CD 0-8142-9001-9
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At Home, At War
Domesticity and World War I in American

Literature

Jennifer Haytock
2003 200 pp.
$22.95s paper 0-8142-5111-0
$51.95s cloth 0-8142-0932-7
$9.95 CD 0-8142-9019-1

Politics, Persuasion, and
Pragmatism
A Rhetoric of Feminist Utopian Fiction

Ellen Peel
2002 272 pp.
$49.95s cloth 0-8142-0910-6
The Theory and Interpretation of Narrative
James Phelan and Peter Rabinowitz, series eds.

Crime, Justice, History
Eric H. Monkkonen
2002 295 pp.

$49.95s cloth 0-8142-0902-5
The History of Crime and Criminal Justice
David R. Johnson and Jeffrey S. Adler, series eds.

From Old Woman to Older Women
Contemporary Culture and Women’s Narratives

Sally Chivers
2003 184 pp.
$36.95  cloth 0-8142-0935-1
$9.95 CD 0-8142-9015-9

U.S. Senate Exceptionalism
Bruce I. Oppenheimer, ed.
2002 432 pp .

$64.95s cloth 0-8142-0915-7

Parliaments and Legislatures
Janet M. Box-Steffensmeier and
David T. Canon, series eds.

Congress Responds to the
Twentieth Century
Sunil Ahuja and Robert E. Dewhirst, eds.
2003 288 pp.
$22.95s paper 0-8142-5116-1
$59.95s cloth 0-8142-0940-8
$9.95 CD 0-8142-9013-2

R E C E N T  R E L E A S E S

Sexual Borderlands
Constructing an American Sexual Past

Kathleen Kennedy and Sharon Ullman, eds.
2003 368 pp.
$29.95s paper 0-8142-5107-2
$74.95s cloth 0-8142-0927-0
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Journal of a Voyage
around the World
A Year on the Ship Helena

Thomas Worthington King
Steven E. Kagle, ed.
2002 288 pp.
$59.95s cloth 0-8142-0911-4

Reading the Fascicles of
Emily Dickinson
Dwelling in Possibilities

Eleanor Elson Heginbotham
2003 300 pp.
$47.95s cloth 0-8142-0922-X
$9.95s CD 0-8142-9004-3
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Having a Good Cry
Effeminate Feelings and
Pop-Culture Forms

Robyn R. Warhol
2002 216 pp.
$22.95 paper 0-8142-5108-0
$59.95s cloth 0-8142-0928-9
$9.95s CD 0-8142-9011-6
The Theory and Interpretation of Narrative
James Phelan and Peter Rabinowitz, series eds.

The Difference Place Makes
Gender, Sexuality, and Diaspora Identity

Angeletta KM Gourdine
2003 184 pp.
$22.95s paper 0-8142-5106-4
$54.95s cloth 0-8142-0926-2
$9.95s CD 0-8142-9002-7

Catullus in Verona
A Reading of the Elegiac Libellus, Poems 65–116

Marilyn B. Skinner
2003 312 pp.
$59.95s  cloth 0-8142-0937-8
$9.95 CD 0-8142-9023-X

Builders of Ohio
A Biographical History

Warren Van Tine and Michael Pierce, eds.
2003 336 pp.

$24.95 paper 0-8142-5121-8
$69.95s cloth 0-8142-0951-3
$9.95 CD 0-8142-9024-8

The Gee Years
Malcolm Baroway
2003 419 pp.
$24.95s cloth 0-8142-0918-1
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Regionalism and Reform
Art and Class Formation in Antebellum

Cincinnati

Wendy Jean Katz
2002 280 pp.
$44.95s cloth 0-8142-0906-8
Urban Life and Urban Landscape
Zane L. Miller, series ed.

Committees in Post-Communist
Democratic Parliaments
Comparative Institutionalization

David M. Olson and William E. Crowther,   eds.
Parliaments and Legislatures
Janet M. Box-Steffensmeier and

David T. Canon, series eds.

2002 264 pp.
$59.95s cloth 0-8142-0912-2

OOOOOAH PRIZE AH PRIZE AH PRIZE AH PRIZE AH PRIZE WINNERSWINNERSWINNERSWINNERSWINNERS
An American Family
The Great War and Corporate Culture in

America

Fernando Fasce,
Translated by Ian Harvey
2002 216 pp.
$24.95s paper 0-8142-5100-5
$59.95s cloth 0-8142-0908-4

The Nationalist Ferment
The Origins of U.S. Foreign Policy, 1789–1812

Marie-Jeanne Rossignol,
Translated by Lillian Parrott
2003 320 pp.
$79.95s cloth 0-8142-0941-6

The Evolution of Political Knowledge
Theory and Inquiry in American Politics

Edward D. Mansfield and Richard Sisson, eds.
2003 400 pp.
$24.95s paper 0-8142-5112-9
$69.95s cloth 0-8142-0933-5
$19.95s CD 0-8142-9025-6
(CD includes both volumes)

The Evolution of Political Knowledge
Democracy, Autonomy and Conflict, in

Comparative and International Politics

Edward D. Mansfield and Richard Sisson, eds.
2003 430 pp.
$24.95s paper 0-8142-5113-7
$69.95s cloth 0-8142-09234-3
$19.95s CD 0-8142-9025-6
(CD includes both volumes)
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